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Presentation Outline

• Very briefly explain transportation planning 
and engineering

• 1.5 million transportation planners in T&T
• Discuss critical moments in UK transport 

planning history
• State current position with cars in T&T 

compared to UK



Presentation Outline

• What is being done about traffic problems in 
UK

• Needs, challenges and problems in T&T
• Conclusions
• Final thoughts 
• Questions



Transport Planning and Engineering

• Inputs – goals, data, policies, money, designs

• Outputs – meet the needs for movement of 
goods and people



1.5 million Transportation Planners

• Everyone thinks they are a transportation 
planner or transportation engineer because 
they drive or take public transport.

• Culturally very opinionated whether we are 
knowledgeable on a topic or not. 

• Lack of awareness of transportation 
engineering professionals.

• In general we know that roads are for cars and 
pavements are for pedestrians. 



1.5 million Transportation Planners

• People curse the Gov’t for not adding more 
lanes on the highways.

• People quarrel about having to rush for a maxi 
taxi after work.

• They offer advice on timings of traffic lights.
• The list can go on….



1.5 million Transportation Planners

In many ways people are right….but people are 
also wrong.



Critical moments in Transport Planning 
History in UK

• Beeching Cuts
• Traffic in Towns report
• Influenced the current approach to transport 

planning in UK
• Lets examine what we can learn from this



Beeching Cuts

• Beeching Reports 1960s – Dr Richard Beeching
• Gov’t tried to control inflation by freezing fares 
• Economic recovery after WW2 lead to rapid 

growth in car ownership
• Competition from road traffic + less income + 

increased labour costs lead to large annual losses
• Rail business be profit making…political view!
• Closure 55% rail stations, 30% route miles



A Study Of The 
Long Term 

Problems Of Traffic 
In Urban Areas, 

1963



Traffic in Towns

• Known as the Buchanan Report
• Wanted to solve traffic congestion and improve 

road safety esp for pedestrians
• Predicted 1.3 cars per person by 2010
• Accommodate cars as majority of voters car 

owning….political view!
• Remodel urban areas
• Traffic flows limited by “environmental capacity” 

based on building roads in  categorised areas 
while retaining green spaces



Quote from Traffic in Towns

“We are nourishing at immense cost a monster of great potential 

destructiveness. And yet we love him dearly. Regarded in its collective aspect 

as ‘the traffic problem’ the motor car is clearly a menace which can spoil our 

civilisation. But translated into terms of the particular vehicle that stands in 

our garage...or parked outside our door...we regard it as one of our most

treasured possessions or dearest ambitions, an immense convenience, an 

expander of the dimensions of life, an instrument of emancipation, a symbol 

of the modern age.” 
Report of the Traffic in Towns Steering Group, para. 55



This quote demonstrates the love we have for 
our cars but how much at the same time we 
hate traffic jams.

It’s a conflict!



My criticisms

• Reports were short sighted, unrealistic, 
impractical

• Not enough money for the suggested road 
building

• No restraint of car growth
• Air quality impact omitted 
• Development created new demand for travel 

between places
• Lead to reopening of rail stations and lines and 

thrust toward mass transit of today
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As of 2015

0.46 cars per person – T&T
0.50 cars per person - UK



Investment 

• UK - more funding for bus services; heavy investment 
in mass transit by rail to solve the problems of more 
cars on the road….inter-urban transport

• Engineering Apprenticeships in UK.

• Traffic Management officers and transport planners are 
encouraged to develop and implement ways of 
managing traffic on a local level without depending on 
major capital investment…..bus, walking, cycling



Needs and Challenges

• The need for transportation planners and 
engineers in T&T is great.

• The need for awareness of the profession is great.
• Development of a transport planning industry/ 

mind set.
• Data…we need it to make good decisions!
• Permitted developments without enough and 

timely input by transport planners.
• Legal framework – is it set up in the right way.



Problems in pictures
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Conclusions

All of the decisions made by people without 
considering the needs of all road users.

Hence, the need for transportation planning and 
engineering to be woven into all our building 
and infrastructure projects.



• So, can 1.5 million “transportation planners” 
be wrong?

The answer: Yes and No



Final thoughts

• The car is dominating our lives and the built 
environment…fact!

• Country develop           more movements 
between places  

• Unrestrained traffic growth is not 
sustainable…fact!

• To think that we can build our way out of 
traffic problems is a mistake…personal view!



Final thoughts

• But…..is it politically realistic for Gov’t to 
directly squash car growth because people 
love their cars?

• Other ways of motivating people to use PT 
must be employed for modal shift to occur.



Final thoughts

• Public transport should be viewed more as a 
service such as health care with continuous 
increasing investment.

• Allocation of space and facilities to peds is a 
must.

• We need to (re-) examine to possible role of 
ride sharing (Uber, Drop), route H-cars, car 
clubs.



Listening and responding to the movement 
needs of the people is 

more important than ever.
Meeting these needs through collaboration and 

effective transportation planning is vital!



Questions


